BUCKINGHAM MFG.
BIG BUCK WRAP PAD
MODEL NO. 3202C & 32021C series - Angled Style Wrap Pad
3204C & 32041C series - Straight Style Wrap Pad.
(Angled Style Wrap Pad shown throughout these instructions)

(Right Side shown)

Assembling Pad to Climber
1.

Squeeze the pad so the tunnel protrudes
outward, away from the pad.

2.

Properly orientate climber and push the
sleeve (attached to climber) from the bottom
upward until the sleeve loop is exposed in the
tunnel slot.

3.

Adjust the length of the climber using the
adjustable climber sleeve so that the top of
pad is 1/2” below the projecting knee bone.
(Fig. ‘A’)

4.

Slide the sleeve retaining strap under the
climber sleeve loop and metal insert loop and
pull sleeve retaining strap through both loops.

5.

Adhere the sleeve retaining strap to the loop
fastener on the pad.

Attaching Pad to Leg
1.

Place your foot on the stirrup of the climber with padded
fabric portion facing toward the inside of your leg.

2.

To secure the pad to your leg, begin by threading the hook
and loop strap through the steel loop. (Fig. ‘B’ and Fig. ‘C’)

3.

Continue to pull the hook and loop strap through the steel
loop until the pad is snug on the leg. Always ensure that the
MINIMUM WRAP LABEL has been pulled through the steel
loop. This ensures a proper wrap. Failure to do so may
cause release, resulting in serious injury or death. (Fig. ‘C’
and Fig. ‘D’)
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4.

Fig. ‘C’

Wrap the free end around the pad,
adhering the hook fastener to the loop
fastener on the body of the pad. (Fig. ‘D’)

MINIMUM WRAP LABEL

*Note: Attach and fasten foot strap for
climber after attaching pad to leg.
(Fig ‘A’ and ‘E’)
Cleaning
Proper maintenance and storage of your
equipment will prolong its useful life and
contribute toward its performance.

Fig. ‘D’

Nylon should be cleaned with mild soap and water and be
allowed to air dry thoroughly without using excessive heat.
Do not use any type of corrosive substance or acid, which will
gradually eat away the fabric.
Clean hook & loop fasteners with a soft bristle brush.
Clean leather by removing surface dirt with a clean cloth
dampened (not wet) with water and allow to air dry.
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